NOTICE

Merit & Merit-cum-Means Scholarships for Students of B Tech Program – 2019 batch

The Institute announces the award of Merit-cum-Means Scholarships for Students of B Tech Program 2019 batch. Scholarships of the value equal to tuition fee for the duration of the program (eight semesters only) subject to satisfaction of the academic performance and means criteria would be awarded. The scholarship scheme would be as under.

**Merit Scholarship:** Scholarships would be awarded to the top **five students**, who take admission in the program, with an All India Rank in JEE Main (conducted by CBSE) better than 5000 (n.b. Smaller numerical value indicates higher rank: student with rank 01 is the best performer notionally). In case such candidates are less than five, the remaining scholarships (five minus the awarded) may be transferred to Merit-cum-Means category).

**Merit-cum-Means Scholarship:** Scholarships would be offered to the **five students** with the highest All India Rank in JEE Main (conducted by CBSE) who has taken admission in the program, subject to means test. In order to be eligible for the category of scholarship, the annual family income (gross family income) of the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s) should not exceed Rs. 4,50,000/- per annum. Awardees would be required to submit suitable documents in proof of the above every year.

(Refer rules to the files Scholarships at DA-IICT wef Autumn 2019-20, placed in Academic Folder for further details)

- Blank application forms are available at the folder `\DAIICTPDC\Announce\Scholarships_Forms`. Fill in the relevant application form.

- Last Date for Submission of Completely filled Application Forms to Dean (AP)’s office: **28 February 2020**.